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ABSTRACT
DECISION-MAKING STRATEGIES USED BY NEUROPSYCHOLOGISTS
IN THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF DEMENTIA
MAY 2000
PATRICIA A. BOYLE, B.A., EMORY UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Co-directed by: Professors Geert J. De Vries and Patricia A. Wisocki
Despite the recognition of dementia as a major public health concern, the
differential diagnosis of dementia subtypes remains problematic, Alzheimer's disease (AD) and
vascular dementia (VAD) are the two most common subtypes of dementia, and clinicopathologic
studies suggest that accuracy rates for the differential diagnosis ofAD and VAD range from 60-
95%. Higher rates of accuracy are achieved for AD than for VAD, but several questions remain
unanswered regarding the differential diagnosis of dementia. Studies have not examined the
accuracy with which neuropsychologists in particular make diagnoses of AD and VAD, nor have
they examined the decision-making processes employed when neuropsychologists make
diagnoses of dementia. The puipose of the present study was to develop and implement a new
technology designed to investigate diagnostic accuracy and decision-making processes used in
the differential diagnosis of AD, VAD, and normative age-related cognitive decline. Sixteen
practicing neuropsychologists from Massachusetts and Rhode Island participated in this study,
and all subjects rendered diagnoses for each of the three cases. Results revealed a high rate of
accuracy with the diagnosis of AD, but suboptimal rates for VAD and no-impairment. Diagnostic
accuracy correlated significantly with neuropsychologists' confidence ratings, but not with
measures of training and experience. A qualitative analysis of information search and review
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strategies used by neuropsychologists indicated that systematic, comprehensive data reviews, and
early attention to neuroimaging findings were associated with optimal diagnostic outcomes. The
results of the present study also suggest that internet-based assessment programs may represent a
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Dementia represents one of the greatest health risks facing the aging population
today (Costa. Williams & Somerfield, 1996; Kaye, 1998; Small et al., 1997). More than four
million Americans over the age of 60 suffer from dementia, a neurologic disorder
characterized by a relendess and progressive decline in cognitive and behavioral functioning
(Cummings, 1990; Cummings, 1994). The prevalence of dementia is expected to quadruple
by the year 2040, as the population ages and life expectancy increases (Felician & Sandson,
1999). Individuals with dementia suffer a markedly diminished quality of life, and the disease
is associated with significant personal and societal costs (Ernst & Hay, 1994; Shulz, O'Brien,
Bookwala & Fleissner, 1995). In the United States alone, over $100 billion dollars per year
are spent on dementia-related costs (National Institute on Aging, 1996; Small et al., 1997).
Alzheimer's disease (AD) and vascular dementia (VAD) are the two most
common subtypes of dementia (Shulz et al., 1995). AD comprises approximately 40-60% of
dementia cases and VAD comprises 10-30% (National Institute on Aging, 1996; Small et al.,
1997). Both disorders result in multiple cognitive impairments with memory being affected
earliest. The cognitive changes associated with AD reflect the process of neurodegeneration
caused by the accumulation of neuritic tangles and plaques, which begin in the hippocampus
and gradually spread throughout cortical regions of the brain (Cummings, Vinters, Cole, &
Khachaturian, 1998). The cognitive changes associated with VAD reflect the process of
neurodegeneration caused by problems with the vascular supply to the brain, which occurs in
variable patterns throughout subcortical regions (Cummings 1990; Cummings, 1994). As
such, AD and VAD can be differentiated on the basis of the divergent neurologic and
cognitive changes that emerge as the diseases progress (Cummings et al, 1998).
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Despite the awareness of dementia as a major public health concern, the
differential diagnosis of dementia remains problematic (Hoffman, 1982; Ryan, 1994). Among
the most alarming fmdings are the overdiagnosis of dementia in non-demented individuals
(Garb, in submission; Roses & Saunders, 1997), and the frequent misclassification of
dementia subtypes in patients accurately diagnosed with dementia (Lim et al., 1999; Lopez et
al., 1999). Clinicopathologic studies have yielded accuracy estimates between 60-95% for the
differential diagnosis ofAD and VAD, with considerably higher rates for AD (80-95%) than
for VAD (60-85%) (Jobst, Barnetson & Shepstone, 1998; Lopez et al., 1999; Lim et al., 1999;
Pasquier, 1999). The probability of making a positive diagnosis when the disorder is present is
greater than is the probability of making a negative diagnosis when the disorder is not present
for both AD and VAD, indicating greater sensitivity than specificity for both disorders. It has
been suggested that, on average, fewer than 75% of patients correcdy idendfied as having
dementia are accurately classified as AD or VAD when clinical diagnoses are compared to the
gold standard neuropathological diagnoses made at autopsy (Barrett, Haley, Harrell, &
Powers, 1997; Chui & Zhang, 1997; Ryan, 1994). Because AD and VAD share some similar
cognitive impairments {e,g., memoiy decline), diagnostic inaccuracies are commonly
attributed to overlapping symptomatology in AD and VAD (Small et al., 1997).
The consequences of misdiagnosis of dementia are far-reaching. Perhaps most
importantly, reversible causes of cognitive impairment may remain untreated in patients
misidentified as having dementia (National Institute on Aging, 1996). Failure to identify acute
medical or psychiatric conditions that lead to cognitive impairment often results in prolonged
and difficult hospitalizations and may result in premature death for some patients (Slavney,
1998). In addition, the personal and familial costs associated with inaccurate diagnoses of
dementia are significant. For example, older adults who are inaccurately diagnosed with
dementia may develop symptoms of depression as a result of the diagnosis. Late-onset
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depression is associated with an increased need for care and a higher risk of suicide among tlie
elderly (Kaye, 1998). Finally, the misallocation of resources intended for dementia patients to
those who do not actually have dementia conti'ibutes to the high cost of health care in the U.S
(Small et al., 1997).
Inaccurate diagnosis of dementia .s7//)/r/?('.v also adversely affects the provision of
healthcare for older adults. Most importantly, inaccurate diagnosis of dementia subtypes
impedes the development and implementation of effective treatment and management
strategies for patients with dementia (Gwyther & Rabbins, 1996). Although there is no known
cure for dementia at present, pharmacologic interventions have been shown to slow the
progression of the disease and improve quality of life for individuals who suffer from AD
(Fel ician & Sandson, 1999). Cholinergic enhancement via treatment with acetylchoHnesterase
inhibitors has been shown to improve memoiy and slow the course of decline in some patients
with AD (Rogers, Farlow & Doody, 1998). Whereas the results of such outcome studies ai'e
promising, the findings ai-e compromised by the inclusion of non-impaired patients who are
inaccurately diagnosed with dementia or who are misclassified with respect to dementia
subtypes (Felician & Sandson, 1999). Consequently, the actual shojt and long-tenn benefits
of phannacologic inteiTentions for dementia are not yet known. It is possible that
pharmacologic treatment may prolong the lives of patients with AD for up to a year or more
(Felician & Sandson, 1999; Roger et al., 1998; Small et al., 1997); however, the "true"
benefits of phannacotherapy will remain unknown until tested on appropriate patient groups.
Inaccurate diagnosis of dementia subtypes also precludes an accurate and reliable
prediction of the disease course (Corey-Bloom et al., 1995). With accurate diagnostic
infonnation, healthcare workei^ can provide families with accurate prognostic infomation and
targeted intei^entions for management of the dementia patient. Accurate prognostic
infonnation may allow families to secure the necessaiy social and financial resources required
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for patient cai-e (Schultz et aL 1995), and behavioral interventions may help dementia patients
remain independent for an extended period of time (Gvvyther & Rabbins, 1996). Even modest
improvements in a patient's functional status can markedly improve quality of life for patients,
reduce caregiver strain, and delay nursing home placement (Small et al, 1997). The
implementation of interventions sufficient to produce such improvements, however, hinges on
diagnostic accuracy.
Despite the clear need for improved accuracy in the differential diagnosis of
dementia, to date, many aspects of this diagnostic challenge remain unknown. First, the
accuracy with which specific healthcare providers {e.g,, neuropsychologists) diagnose
dementia has not been systematically investigated. Clinicopathologic studies typically
evaluate archival consensus diagnoses made by a team of neuropsychologists, neurologists,
and other health care providers (Lim et al., 1999). In most settings, however,
neuropsychologists make independent diagnoses of dementia and, as such, are the primary
gatekeepers to healthcare for older adults with dementia (Chiu & Zhang, 1997). It is therefore
important to assess the accuracy with which neuropsychologists in particular make diagnoses
of dementia. Moreover, to date, no studies have examined the process by which these
diagnoses are made. As such, the factors that may affect diagnostic accuracy remain
unknown.
Diagnostic inaccuracies in the differential diagnosis of the major subtypes of
dementia may occur for many reasons, including (but not limited to) overlapping
symptomatology. Studies of decision-making in the areas of medicine and psychology
suggest that professionals often use sub-optimal decision-making strategies in complex
situations (Dawes, Faust, & Meehl, 1994). Problematic approaches to decision-making
emerge in difficult diagnostic situations and can lead to inaccurate diagnoses and, therefore,
poor outcomes for patients (see Garb, 1998 for a review). The differential diagnosis of
demcnliii iiu olvcs a multi-slcp decision inakinr. i^roccss that requires the integration of
several pieces ofdata (American Psychiatric Association (APA), 1 W-l; Small el al., h)97). U
IS likely lhat sub-oplimal decision making strategies similar to those idenlilled in oilier
medical/psychological contexts also contribute to diagnostic inaccuracies in the dilTereniial
diagnosis of dementia.
I lu' preseiu sludy employed a novel, hehaviorally-anchored assessment tool
designed lo: a) examine rales ofdiagnostic accuracy among neuropsychologists in Ihe
dirierential diagnosis ol ihe two most coinim>n subtypes t>l"demenlia, Al) and VAI), versus
noimal, age-related memory impaiimenl, and b) exploie Ihe decision makinr, strategies used
in the dilTerenliai diagnosis ol demenlia. I his sludy was ihe liist to attempt lo inlei'.rale
llndings from two distinct bodies ol' literature (clinicopalhologic and decision making
studies) in an attempt to simultaneously evaluate diagnostic accuracy and decision making
processes associated with the dilTeiential diagnosis ofdemcntia. lo accomplish this
integration, an interactive compulei' program was developed and tested on sixteen practicing
neuropsychologists. Via the use of this program, participants were presented with data for
three patient cases, one AI), one VAI), and one non impaired case. Participants were asked
to review patient data and provide diagnostic impressions, and information search and review
strategies were recorded as practitioners worked through ihe task. The goal of the current
study was to provide unique information regarding the dilTeiential diagnosis of dementia,
with an emphasis on the (iecision-making strategies lhat yield pt)sitive diagnostic mitcomes.
Background and Signillcance
To provide the rali(Miale for the current study, relevani findings from the
neuropsychological and decision making literatures are presented below. Criteria for the
differential diagnosis of normal and pathologic changes in memoi^ are reviewed first, lo
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provide a framework from which to understand the decision-making process involved in the
differential diagnosis of dementia and the factors that contribute to its complexity. Relevant
research on the sub-optimal decision-making strategies employed in ambiguous situations is
presented second, and related decision-making studies within the area of neuropsychology ai
presented third. Finally, the methodologies that have previously been used to study decision
making processes are reviewed, along with a description of the methodological revisions
applied in the current study.
Normal Aging vs. Dementia and AD and VAD: Difficult Distinctions
Although textbook definitions of normal and pathologic aging suggest that the
cognitive changes associated with each are easily assessed and inteipreted (American
Psychiati-ic Association, 1994; Lezak, 1994), the differential diagnosis of dementia involves a
complex decision-making process (Corey-Bloom et al., 1995; Lim et al., 1999). There exist at
least three major decision-points in this process (Lezak, 1994), and an error in judgment at any
decision-point may lead to diagnostic error. The decision-points include: 1) the determination
of the presence or absence of cognitive "impairment" versus nonnative age-related cognitive
decline, 2) the assessment of the per\^asiveness and severity of this impairment (e.g. how many
cognitive domains are affected and how significantly?), and 3) cognitive profiling (e.g. fitting
the profile of cognitive impairment to a specific diagnostic category or dementia subtype.
While these steps may seem straightfoiAvard, changes in cognition are common in both normal
and impaired elderly, and the differences between normal, age-related and pathological
cognitive changes can be subtle (Geldmacher & Whitehouse, 1997; National Institute on
Aging, 1996). Moreover, overlapping symptoms complicate distinctions between subtypes of
dementia. Detailed criteria for the differential diagnosis of dementia have only recently been
developed and publicized. Therefore, an extensive knowledge of the profiles of normal, age-
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related cognitive decline and pathological cognitive decline is required for successful
assessments of cognition among the elderly.
Because approximately 25-30% of non-demented, healthy elderly report
symptoms of memoiy disturbance, mild declines in memoiy and other aspects of cognitive
functioning are now recognized as the syndrome of "normal age-related cognitive
impairment" (Cummings, 1994; National Institute on Aging, 1996). Normative cognitive
decline mimics several of the features of an early dementia syndrome (National Institute on
Aging, 1996), in that the cognitive domains most commonly affected include memoiy,
executive functions (e.g. complex reasoning abilities), and mental processing speed (e.g.
cognitive slowing). Proposed criteria for the diagnosis of normative cognitive decline
indicates that performance on cognitive measures that falls within 1.5 standard deviations in
individuals over 65 years of age reflects nomiative, age-related changes in cognition (National
Institute on Aging, 1996). However, at least two studies suggest that neuropsychologists may
not be adept at discriminating normal age-related changes from abnormal declines in cognitive
functioning. Nadler, Mittenberg, DiPiano, & Schneider (1994) presented clinicians with
cognitive protocols for a "noimal" elder and found that over 30% of neuropsychologists
inaccurately labeled the individual as demented. Garb (in submission) replicated Nadler's
findings and found that 33% of neuropsychologists surveyed made the same mistake. These
findings suggest that distinguishing between normal and pathologic changes in cognition is
challenging to practitioners.
The task of cognitive profiling aiises after the determination has been made that
pathological cognitive impainnent exists. Making distinctions between dementia subtypes
poses a significant diagnostic challenge to neuropsychologists (Small et al, 1997; Kertesz &
Clydesdale, 1997; Tiemey, Snow, Reid, Zorzitto & Fisher, 1987). General diagnostic criteria
for AD and VAD are remarkably similar, as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
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of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition ( American Psychiatric Association (APA), 1994). According
to the manual, both disorders require a "memory disturbance" plus "impairment" in at least
one additional cognitive skill area, as well as evidence of functional decline {e.g. a decline in
independent living skills). The specific pattern of memoiy impaimient expected in AD and
VAD is not elaborated in the DSM-IV, and the required pattern and severity of the additional
impairments is poorly defined. The manual suggests the differentiation of VAD from AD on
the basis of "focal" neurologic signs, which would be expected in VAD as a consequence of
problems with the vasculai* supply to the brain. Nevertheless, the quality and expression of
focal neurologic signs remains ambiguous, as defined by the DSM-IV.
It is quite likely that inaccuracies in the differential diagnosis of dementia were
once, in part, the result of insufficient diagnostic guidelines for these disorders (Cummings et
al, 1998; Lopez et al, 1999). However, as a result of the inadequacy of the DSM-IV criteria,
there have been several recent independent attempts to define newer, more useful and specific
diagnosfic criteria for AD and VAD. Among these are the NINCDS-ADRA and the NINDS-
AIREN criteria (see Kaye, 1998 & Small et al, 1997 for criteria summaries and reviews),
which detail well-studied neurologic features and patterns of cognitive impairments
commonly associated with AD and VAD.
The NINCDS-ADRA criteria were specifically developed to detail the changes
that occur in AD. These include: the presence of risk factors for AD (e.g. genetic markers,
very advanced age, minimal educafional background, and a family history of AD), an insidious
onset of memory decline and a simultaneous decline in at least one other area of cognitive
funcfioning {Le. memoiy and language are expected to decline first), a gradually progressive
course of deterioration with a preser\'ed level of consciousness, generalized cortical atrophy
excessive of that associated with nonnal aging, as indicated by CT or MRI, and the exclusion
of other conditions that could cause these symptoms.
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I hc NINDS AIKI'IN criteria wore developed lo detail the changes that occur in
VAI) In particular. These inchitle: the presence of risk factors for VAD {c.i:.. cerebrovascular
disease, hypertension, past history of stroke, familial histoi*y of VAD), a stepwise progression
ol cogiutive tlechne, (he presence of one or more focal neurologic infarcts on (T or MRl, past
history of head injury, falls, or gait disturbance, and a "patchy" distribution (MMeficits in
inlellcctual functioning [c.i:., some functions are devastated while tithers are preserveil).
The adoption and distribution of specific guidelines for the differential diagnosis
of dementia was intended to improve diagnostic accuracy and, therefore, to pi omvUc improved
care for older adults who suffer from dementia. 1 hese criteria may indicate a hierarchy of
information that may be useful in this differential diagnosis. That is, the guidelines dictate
attention to certain types of information in generating an accurate dementia diagnosis. Using
these empirically based criteria, one can logically construct three proposed tiers of
infonnation: "higli, moderate, and low yield" information (see Appendix A). These groupings
parallel the criteria described above in the order of importance of particular information. For
example, first tier high yield information may include: family and personal medical histoiy
data, the course of the cognitive decline, neurodiagnostic exam results, and neuroimaging
findings. Second tier information may include: the pattern of neuropsychological deficits,
neurologic histoiy information, contributoiy factors such as alcohol/drug use, and psychiatric
history data. Third tier information may include: psychosocial histoiy, self report of
behavior/status change, awareness of cognitive deficits, and performance on insensitive
neuropsychological measures. For the puipose of the present study, the tiers of information
suggested by empirically based criteria sewed as a proposed conceptual framework from
which lo determine the diagnostic value of various pieces of informati(Mi for the differenlial
diagnosis of dementia.
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Decision-Making in Ambiguous Situations
Medical/psychological decision-making research offers important information
about the decision-making strategies and related cognitive processes involved in complex
diagnostic tasks. This body of research can be extended and applied in an informative way to
the domain of decision-making in the differential diagnosis of dementia. For example,
medical decision-making research has consistently demonstrated that cognitive biases and
poor infoiTnation search and review strategies interfere with the systematic use of decision-
making strategies that yield accurate diagnoses in complex situations (Dawes, Faust & Meehl,
1994; Einhom, 1986; Faust, 1986). Given the complexity of the differential diagnosis of
dementia, it is likely that similar compromising contribute to inaccuracies in the assessment of
dementia patients.
It is widely recognized in the decision-making literature that professionals and
so-called "experts" frequently rely on fallible cognitive strategies and heuristics that lead to
inaccurate diagnoses (Hoffman, 1982; Klienmuntz, 1984). Common heuristics include:
reliance on iiTelevant but salient pieces of data, the illusory correlation (i.e. a firm belief in
erroneous relationships between variables), false beliefs about the relevance of experience (Le,
that years of experience promote increased diagnostic accuracy), cognitive overload, the use
of confirmatory strategies, and overconfidence in one's own abilities (Meehl, 1954; Tversky
& Hahneman, 1 974; Wedding, 1 983 ). As a result of these cognitive limitations and biases,
professionals commonly and unknowingly employ poor information-search strategies and
demonsti'ate a misguided reliance on in-elevant information. This leads to the development of
unsupported diagnostic conclusions (Dawes et al., 1994; Garb, 1998).
For example, Oskamp (1965) demonstrated the negative influence of
overconfidence and confirmatoiy seeking strategies in the diagnosis of a common psychiatric
disorder. In Oskamp's sample, clinicians' confidence in their diagnoses increased with the
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presentation of additional psychiatric data; however, as confidence increased, diagnostic
accuracy actually decreased. Following an analysis of the decision-making strategies used by
clinicians, Oskamp concluded that overconfidence and confinnatoiy seeking strateuies led
practitioners to seek out and emphasize information that contlrmod their initial hypotheses but
was unrelated to the accurate diagnosis. In some cases, clinicians actually avoided or ignored
information that did not support their hypotheses. Numerous research studies have yielded
similar results in the years since Oskamp's work (see Dawes, Faust & Meehl, h)94 for a
review), and psychological decision-making in particular is laden with similar findings ((Jarb,
1998). These findings appear to generalize to the area of neuropsychology as well (Garb &
Schramke, 1996).
Results from Neuropsychological Judgment Studies on Decision-Making
Although decision-making research in the area of neuropsychology includes only
a small number of studies to date, the available research has yielded results similar to those
found in the medical/psychological decision-making literature (Garb, 1998). Reliance on
iiTclevant data, belief in illusoiy correlations, false beliefs about the relevance of training,
cognitive overload, the use of confirmatoiy strategies, and overconfidence compromise
diagnostic accuracy in such diagnoses as the differential diagnosis of neurological versus
psychiatric conditions and impairment versus no impairment (Garb & Schranke, 1996). The
use of confirmatoty strategy seeking is exemplified by the primacy effect, which is the finding
that diagnostic impressions fonned veiy early in a decision-making task tend to remain the
same at the conclusion of the task, irrespective of the data that follows the initial diagnostic
hypothesis (Garb & Schramke, 1996; Garb, 1998).
Overconfidence is exemplified by a recent questionnaire judgment study by Ciarh
(in submission), in which 33% of a sample of credentialed neuropsychologists who diagnosed
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a non-impaired patient case with AD also reported high confidence in their diagnostic
decisions. The resuhs of the study indicated a negative correlation between diagnostic
confidence and accuracy, such that high confidence was associated with diagnostic inaccuracy.
Such findings within the neuropsychological decision-making literature are hypothesized to be
the result of cognitive biases and errors in judgment such as those seen in the larger body of
medical/psychological decision-making research (Garb & Schramke, 1996; Faust, 1986). The
relation between confidence and accuracy and the use of confirmatory seeking strategies are of
interest in the current stxidy.
Methods of Studying Decision-Making
Two strategies have typically been used to evaluate the process of decision
making: questionnaire sui-veys and process tracing approaches. In questionnaire surveys or
interviews, clinicians are presented with a written vignette and are asked to answer questions
regarding the most appropriate diagnosis based on the infoimation presented. Typically, all
pai'ticipants receive the same information in a consistent order (Garb & Shramke, 1996; Garb,
1998). Diagnoses are recorded on paper. In the process ti-acing approach (Einhom,
Kleinmuntz & Kleinmuntz, 1979), clinicians are presented with a written case vignette similai"
to those used in the questionnaire method and are asked to verbalize their decision-making
process with the experimenter present. Based on the clinicians' verbal protocols, the
experimenter develops a statistical model of the decision-making sd-ategies employed.
Paiticular attention is paid to three inter-related processes in this model: information search,
data combinations, and learning (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Ultimately, inferences about
the decision-making process are derived from the statistical models developed from verbal
accounts.
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QuestiiMiiKiiro survey methods, general intei-vievv strategies, and the process
tracinr. approach has r boon oritici/ed for three reasons (Faust, Dawes et al., 1004;
Fausl, 19S(), (iaih cS^ Shiiuuke, 1-irst, case vignettes typically do not resemble real liie
scenarios, because clinicians lv|Mcally lio not have access lo all data available in clinical
sellings. AUhough some researchers argue that clinicians arc abU- lo behave in decision
making tasks similarly to Ihc way they do in real lile scenarios (Einhom, 10X4; fiaib, lOOK),
others argue that decisionmaking processes are not smulai lo those used m clinical practice
when participants have access only lo limited data (laust, iyH()).
Second, many survey studies fail to report adequate tlemographics regarding
participants' iiualillcations lo make various diagnoses, which may result in the inclusion o!^
ina|)propriatc subjects in ilccision making studies, f hat is, practitioners* expertise may be
over- or undereslimateil (( iarb, lOOS). For example, suiveys may be sent out to all clinical
psychologists within a given region. Clinicians are asked lo make a particular diagnosis, but
researchers often tail to assess whether the diagnostic task is appropriate for the clinician,
based on their level and range of experience.
1 hii'd, research calls into iiuestion the accuracy of verbal reports of behavior
(Garb, lOOS). Research indicates thai people are not necessarily accurate verbal reporters of
their cojMiilive processes (Dawes, Faust & Meehl, lOO-l) Therefore, the extent lo which
actual cognitive processes are rellected in verbal reports of cognitive behavior remains
unclear Although the process tracing approach has been recognized as an attempt to move
beyond i|uestionnaire surveys in the study of the decision-making process, the uncertainly
regarding the relation between verbal and cognitive behavior restricts the interpretabilitv of
results from process tracini* approaches.
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The Cui rent Study
Tlic Icchnulogy iinpk'iiu-iik'd tii ilic ciiiu-iii Miidy wa.s designed:
a.) to minimize several oflhe limitalit)ns orprevioii.s research investi[;atin[' decision making
processes, and b.) to allow for the simullaneous evaluatit)n of diagnostic accuracy and
decision making proecsses in the dilTerential diagnosis of dementia. I nst, because verbal
reports of decision -making processes may not adequately rellect the cognitive |)rocesses
involved in decisionmaking, the current method ofdata collection provided a behaviorally-
anchored method ofstudying decisionmaking, with emphasis on the information search and
review strategies employed by neuropsychologists. Second, the current study used a less
structiued data presentation than those used in prior studies. This allowed neuropsychologists
to individuali'/e their review of case material and to gain access to significantly more data than
is possible in questionnaire studies. Access to greater data simulates a more realistic decision-
making process.
In clinical praclice, neuropsychologists may request and review individually
selected pieces of information, and they typically can gain access to a variety of test results,
which Ihey then sort through according to their own organizational strategies. Therefore,
participants were asked to request and review infomiation for each case as they would in
routine clinical practice and to ultitrjately generate a diagnostic iinpression. In addition, the
stimulus materials utilized in the current study included prototypical cases as deteiTnined by
expeit opinion and had gold standard neuropathological data for the establishment of a correct
diagnosis.
The cmrent study also differs from previous clinicopathologic studies in thai it
was designed to evaluate diagnostic accuracy among neuropsychologists in particular.
Neuropsychologists were selected as the participants in this study on the basis t>l'lwo
considerations: lirst, neuropsychologists are the health care providers who most commonly
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diagnose dementia in the elderly (Chiu & Zhang, 1997; Small et al„ 1997). As such, they are
considered among the primary gatekeepers to the provision of healthcare for older adults who
suffer from dementia. Second, neuropsychologists are trained practitioners in the
comprehensive assessment of neuropsychological and behavioral functioning. In addition to
their use of extensive cognitive test results and behavioral assessments, neuropsychologists
make diagnoses on the basis of medical and psychiatric histoiy data, neurologic exams, and
neuroimaging findings (Chui & Zhang, 1997; Ryan, 1994). Thus, neuropsychologists are
well-qualified to perfbmi the differential diagnosis required in this study.
In contrast to many of the previous studies, extensive demographic information
was collected from each participant in the current study, to ensure that all individuals were
qualified to make this particular differential diagnosis (see Appendix B). Although research
has not revealed a clear reladonship between clinical experience (in years or with specific
populations) and diagnosdc accuracy, results from studies in neuropsychology suggest that
characterisdcs of participants (i.e. training) may influence diagnostic accuracy. To illustrate
this, Goldstein et al. (1973) compared the ability of psychologists with and without training in
the use of cognitive tests to detect the presence or absence of neurological impairment in
selected patient examples. Psychologists with training were significantly more adept than
were those without training. In a recent review of decision-making studies in the area of
neuropsychology, Garb & Shramke (1996) suggested that relationships between training and
accuracy will be elucidated when diagnostic decision-making tasks more closely resemble
real-life scenarios (i.e., provide practitioners access to all relevant case data) and include
participants who are representative of practitioners who make similar diagnoses in their
clinical practice.
Both the development of this assessment program and the testing of three
simulated patient cases on fifteen neuropsychologists were included as goals of this research
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proposal. The following hypotheses were tested using the methodology presented below:
1. Diagnostic accuracy would be highest for the AD case, then the VAD case, and lowest
for the non-impaired case.
2. Neuropsychologists would show a tendency to render diagnoses of AD when diagnostic
errors were rendered in the VAD and non-impaired cases {e.g. reflecting the overdiagnosis of
AD).
3. Diagnostic accuracy would be negatively conelated with confidence.
4. Diagnostic accuracy would be unrelated to provider characteristics.
5. The proportion of time spent reviewing "high yield" information would be positively




Sixteen practicing clinical neuropsychologists (9 female, 7 male) from
Massachusetts and Rliode Island pailicipated in the current study. Prospective panicipants
were identified via the 1998 International Neuropsychology Society- Membership Directoiy.
The pnncipal investigator called thiit>'-seven neuropsychologists and recmitment was
temiinated after 16 subjects were retained. If potential paiticipants agreed to listen to a
description of the cuirent study, they were given a brief over\'ie\v of the project. They were
infomed via phone contact that they were being asked to panicipate in a research study using
an internet-based computer program designed to examine the process by which
neuropsychologists assess older adult patients who present with symptoms of memoiy loss.
Paiticipants were not informed that the research study was focused on the differential
diagnosis of AD, VAD, and no-impairment, in order not to overly simplify and'or reduce the
realistic nature of the task. In clinical practice, neuropsychologists ty pically assess deficits
related to non-specific complaints. Messages were left for 1 1 potential paiticipants who did
not return the phone call. Of the 26 remaining potential subjects with whom the reseai-cher
spoke, 18 agreed to participate, indicating a response rate of 52% overall. Two of the
individuals who agreed to participate later declined due to time constraints.
If subjects expressed interest in participating, they were briefly interx'iewed o\ er
the phone to ensure that they met study criteria and to ensure only the participation of
appropriately trained neuropsychologists who routinely work with older adults. Inclusion
criteria stipulated that neuropsychologists:
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• could provide certification of licensure to practice neuropsychology in
MA or Rl
• had completed some fornial ti-aining in neuropsychology (either at the
pre- or post-doctoral level)
• had a minimum of 3 yeai's of experience with routine neuropsychological
test administration, scoring, and inteipretation
• cairied a current caseload reflecting a minimum of 25% of time
dedicated to work with older adult clients.
Descriptive data regarding demographic information for each participant are provided
in Table 1, including selected measures of training, experience, and practice characteristics.
Subjects' cuirent university affiliations ai'e not provided in this table so as to ensure the
anonymity of the paiticipating neuropsychologists {Le. many individuals are the only
neuropsychologists within a particular department). General descriptive information and
summarized sample characteristics are provided in Tables 2 and 3. Participants' relevant
neuropsychology training is summarized in Table2, and measures of experience ai-e
summarized in Table 3.
Of the 16 neuropsychologists (9 female, 7 male) who paiticipated in this study, 12/16
(75%) had completed pre-doctoral training in fonnal, APA-accredited neuropsychology
training programs and 15/16 (94%) had completed a minimum of one year of post-doctoral
training in APA accredited neuropsychology training programs. All of the pailicipants had
completed formal pre-doctoral practica in neuropsychology. As such, all participants had at
least 3 years of experience with neuropsychological assessment practices including diagnostic
inteiviewing, testing, scoring, test inteipretation, and report writing. Practitioners were, on
average, 3.5 years post-licensure and 5.6 years post-receipt of the Ph.D. Two of the 16 (12.
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5%) participants in the current sample had received an additional advanced degree in clinical
neuropsychology, granted by the American Board of Clinical Neuropsychology. (This degree
is awarded following a lengthy neuropsychology competency evaluation and is believed to
reflect expertise in the area of neuropsychology (Putnam & DeLuca, 1991). Although the
neuropsychologists who participated in this study were relatively new to the field, the level of
education of this sample is high compared to the general population of practicing
neuropsychologists (Putnam & DeLuca, 1991). That is, the current sample reported more
specialized neuropsychology training than that which was reported by individuals in the larger
community of practicing neuropsychologists, according to the one identified research study
documenting the training and practice characteristics of practicing neuropsychologists
(Putnam & DeLuca, 1991).
All (100%) of the neuropsychologists who participated in this sample were
employed in university-based academic medical centers. On average, practitioners reported
spending approximately 63% of their professional work week assessing elderly patients (i.e.
individuals over the age of 60). On average, participants reported assessing 4.6 elderly
patients per week and a total of 184 elderly patients per year. All (100%) of the participants
reported that they conduct their own assessment interviews with all patients in routine clinical
practice, and all participants reported that they render diagnoses for patients whenever
possible. Nine of the 16 (56%) of the sample reported that they routinely conduct their own
testing with patients, and the remaining seven (44%) of neuropsychologists reported that they
employ psychometricians for testing puiposes. (It is common in the practice of
neuropsychology to have psychometricians or master's level clinicians administer
neuropsychological tests in the absence of Ph.D. level clinicians.) Additional descriptive
infoiTnation regarding participants* practice of neuropsychology is presented in Table 4.
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In summarv', the demographic data suggest that the participants included in this
study were well-trained neuropsychologists who frequently work with older adults. As such,
they were judged to be appropriate participants for the task at hand.
Instruments
Assessment Progtam: Development and Strueture
This program was conceptualized by the principal investigator, Patricia Bovle,
and was developed collaboratively by Patricia Boyle and Robert Lawliss, a paid computer
consultant. Mr. Lawliss is the owner of Behavioral Infomiation Systems, Agawam, MA, and
is an independent web-page creator and systems programmer. Mr. Lawliss provided the
programming expertise sufficient to create this program.
The program was developed using Microsoft's Internet Infonnation Server,
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Visual Basic Scripting Language (VBScript) and
Microsoft's Access database. The user inteiface was created using HTML to create the form
elements {e.g.. key word text boxes, graphic displays, web page designs). The program
consisted of several distinct but linked web pages.
The patient case material used for this study was organized categorically for the
puipose of programming and optimal deliveiy of patient information. This organization is
described in detail below. Relationships between variables and categories were established in
Microsoft Access, a relational database program. Infonnation was categorized into the
following major categories for presentation to panicipants: medical, neuropsychological,
patient cai'egiver inter\'iew, and ps>'chiatric. The information was fuither divided into
subcategories for programming puiposes and all data points were linked to major and
subcategoiy di\'isions. Data were entered into an Access database in text and numeric form
and was appropriate!) linked to the subject identifier number and patient case number.
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All user data {e.g. participant information, including demographics and key word
requests) were immediately stored to the Access database. Stored infonnation was linked to
the entiy date and time, demographic data for each participant, case number/screen number,
and all relevant categories/subcategories accessed and test scores reviewed.
VBScript was used to process user input from the form during the keyword
search phase. Eveiy entry was stored to the database and included the subject identifier,
patient identifier, keyword identifier, or the user entry if what was entered was not a keyword
hit, and the time at which this occuired. Keyword hits and misses were also stored in a
memory array.
Simulated Patients
Data for the AD and VAD cases were obtained from the University of California
at San Diego Alzheimer's Disease Research Center (UCSD ADRC). Patient data for
prototypical AD and VAD patients was requested from UCSD for patients with
neuropathological data because neuropathological data are considered the gold standard by
which clinical diagnoses are compared in clinicopathologic studies (Lim et al., 1999). In order
to ensure the confidentiality of the patients whose data were used, all identifying information
was removed from the stimulus material. Cases were selected by David Salmon, Ph.D.,
Director of the UCSD ARDC, and the research investigator. The selected cases were judged
as being "prototypical AD and VAD" cases on the basis of expert opinion at UCSD. That is,
nationally renowned neuropsychologists and neurologists had rendered consensus diagnoses
ofAD and VAD, respectively, for the selected cases. Dr. Salmon then reviewed the
neuropsychological data for each case and provided independent verification that the material
was prototypical. Thus, all medical, neuropsychological, and history data presented for the
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AD and VAD cases were consistent with those deficits most commonly reported in the AD
and VAD literature (Costa et al., 1996; Kertz & Clydesdale, 1994; Tierney et al., 19S7),
The infonnation presented in the non-impaired case was derived using a
methodology presented m previous studies by Nadler ct al. (1994) and (uarb (in submission).
Neuropsychological test scores for the non-impaired case reflected those falling at the norm
(50'*' percentile) or within 1
.5 standard deviations of the nonnative score for a 74 year old
male. This cognitive profile therefore was well within nonnal limits. Generally unremarkable
medical histoid data were presented, with the exception of a description of some arthritis in
the right hand (this condition is unrelated to dementia).
Of note, the similar data was presented in a similar fonnat for each patient case.
That is, scores from the same neuropsychological tests that were presented for each of the AD
and VAD patients were presented for the non-impaired case (scores/values differed across
patients, however). The available neuropsychological data included patients^ raw scores, age
and education corrected T-scores, and percentile equivalents for over 20 neuropsychological
tests. Extensive medical, psychological, and intei-view data were also presented in a similar
format across cases.
Interactive Assessment Task
Potential study participants who met inclusion criteria were sent specific task
insti'uctions via email (see Appendix C for sample instructions) and were able to participate in
this study at their convenience from their own locations. After logging into the computer
program, participants were requested to fill out a comprehensive demographic questionnaire.
After completing the demographic infonnation questionnaire online, study participants were
presented with detailed instructions for their participation in the assessment task. In these
instructions, participating neuropsychologists were notified that much the case material
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provided was actual patient infomation. This was emphasized in order to emphasize the
ecological validity of the case scenarios. Participating neuropsychologists also were notified
that diagnostic impressions would be requested of them at preset inteivals, but that they were
not required to provide impressions if they had formed any yet (to avoid influencing
diagnostic thinking). They were instructed to enter final diagnostic impressions directly onto
the computer at their convenience. Toward that end, an icon labeled "final diagnosis"
remained on the computer screen at all times during the task. Participants were able to click
on that icon at any point in their review of patient information. Finally, participants were
specifically asked to proceed with their review of the case materials as they would in routine
clinical practice. They were invited to use any and all reference manuals or resources they
would in routine clinical practice.
The decision-making task formally began once the practitioner had completed the
demographic survey. The referral question for patient // I automatically appeared on the
computer screen. RefeiTal questions for each patient were the same and were nondescript, so
as not to bias participants toward any particular diagnosis. Nondescript referral questions are
also common in clinical practice. For all patients, the refeiral question read: "JP is a 74 year-
old Caucasian male. His wife reports that he is forgetful. He was refeired for an assessment
of memory and cognitive functioning."
Demographic infoirnation was presented for each patient at the time of the
referral question. Information presented included years of education (13-15 years for all
patients), handedness (right), and sex (male). These items were kept similar so as to avoid
invoking any cognitive biases {e.g. age, race bias) that may have impacted diagnostic
decision-making.
Beneath the descnption of the patient demographics was an icon labeled "next"
for clinicians to use to move to the next screen. Once the "next" icon was pressed, participants
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were presented with a screen with a text box via which clinicians could request patient data by
entering a key-word or words describing the type of information requested. Participants were
instructed to request any and all information they wished to review. If the key-word entered
matched one of the key-words included in the dictionary for this program (which included
over 100 terms), a hyperlink to the data associated with that key-word appeared on the screen.
Five possible categories of information and several subdivisions of categories were available
to clinicians. These categories were designed to include the major classes of information that
clinicians typically receive. Categories were modeled after data provided in the UCSD ADRC
archives and references resources such as the Veterans Affairs diagnostic guide for physicians
( 1 997) and the American Psychiatric Association's ( 1 994) DSM-IV, and the NINCDS-
AIREN ADRDA criteria (see Kaye et al., 1998 and Small et al., 1997 for reviews).
Categories included the following major classes of information (please see Appendix D):
medical histor\''risk factors, psychiatric histor\\ inter\'iew data (patient and caregiver), and
neuropsychologicaVcognitive test data. With the exception of the psychiatric histor>' category,
each category contained at least one subcategor>\ Subcategories are presented in Appendix D.
Participants were not made aware of the five major categories of information
available to them in advance. This program was designed to require that participants actively
requested the information that they considered relevant to the cases, as they do in routine
clinical practice. If a participant did not request the information included in a specific
category, then that information was not accessed. Once the participant selected a general
category% they were provided with all of the relevant information within that category. (This is
because it is common in clinical practice to receive a large amount of information pertaining
to a particular category of infomation upon request. For example, once a client's medical
record is requested, a practitioner receives the whole file and all of its contents.) In the
unlikelv event that an information search term did not open any categor\% the subject was
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asked to submit another search term. After a categoi^ was requested, the participant was given
several options included as information in that categoi7. Neuropsychologists were able to
select and review any or all of the factors that s/he wished to attend to and in any order and for
as long as they wished.
Before changing categories, practitioners were routinely asked to enter a "most
probable" or provisional diagnosis and a confidence rating for that diagnosis. Confidence was
estimated on a 0- 10 scale, with 0 representing, ''not at all confident that this is the correct
diagnosis, 0% conluience^^ and 10 representing, '^extremely confident that this is the correct
diagnosis, 100% confident." I1ie puipose of this request was to assess the development of
diagnostic confidence over time and to determine whether any particular categories of
information markedly increased diagnostic confidence or altered diagnostic choices. Please
see Appendix E for a sample of the provisional diagnosis questions asked before each
category change.
After final diagnoses were rendered, participants were asked several questions
regarding their impressions about each case (see Appendix F). After final diagnoses were
rendered for each case, participants were requested to complete a final questionnaire
describing their experience with this program. Please see Appendix G.
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RESULTS
Time Spent Reviewing Data: Effort
Practitioners spent a mean of 69.3 minutes working on this program in total.
Approximately five minutes were spent reviewing the task insti-uctions, and an additional nine
minutes were spent filling out demographic infonnation. On average, 55.3 minutes were spent
working on the diagnostic task itself Subjects spent approximately 16 minutes working on
the AD case, 19 minutes on the VAD case, and 20 minutes on the non-impaired case. On
average, neuropsychologists hit four out of the five main categories of infonnation for each
case. Given the time spent on the program and that most participants accessed most available
categories, these data suggest that participants exerted a good amount of effort on the current
program.
Accuracy Data
Two measures of accuracy were calculated for each diagnostic categoiy (AD,
VAD, and no-impairment). First, overall diagnostic accuracy for each diagnostic category was
determined by calculating the percentage of neuropsychologists who accurately diagnosed AD,
VAD, and no-impairment, respectively. Second, a measure of within subject accuracy was
calculated for use in post-hoc and descriptive analyses {e.g., one of three correct, two of three
correct, or three of three con*ect). Table 5 presents accuracy data in the form of percentiles and
frequency counts for each diagnostic categoiy.
Consistent with hypothesis 1, diagfwstic accuracy was highestfor the AD case,
lowerfor the VAD case, and poorestfor the non-impaired case. All of the participants in this
study (16/16, 100%) correctly diagnosed the AD case, ten out of 16 (62.5%) correctly
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case
diagnosed the VAD case, and nine out of 16 (56%) coixectly identified the non-impaired
as being non-impaired. Thus, the participants included in the current study were adept with the
diagnosis of AD. Diagnostic accuracy was suboptimal for the VAD and non-impaired cases,
however. On average, most neuropsychologists made correct diagnoses for two out of the three
cases. Two neuropsychologists made only one coiTect diagnosis out of three, and five made
three couect diagnoses.
Consistent with hypothesis two, neuropsychologists showed a tendency to
overdlagfwse AD when errors were made in the VAD and non-impaired cases. Of the six
neuropsychologists who made eirors in the diagnosis of VAD, four rendered an inaccurate
diagnosis ofAD and two rendered a diagnosis of Cognitive Disorder Not Otherwise Specified
(NOS). Of the seven neuropsychologists who made errors on the non-impaired case, four
rendered a diagnosis of Cognitive Disorder NOS, two rendered a diagnosis of AD, and one
rendered a diagnosis of Dementia NOS.
Accuracy data also were computed for provisional diagnoses. Most individuals
recorded only one provisional diagnosis consistently throughout the task, and confidence
estimates tended not to change over time. Table 6 provides confidence ratings for each
participant for each case. Therefore, the provisional diagnoses reported here represent the first
provisional diagnoses rendered for each paiticipant in each diagnostic categoiy.
Diagnostic accuracy for the provisional diagnoses was identical to that repoited
for final diagnoses of the AD and VAD cases. All of the participants in the current sample
(16/16, 100%) rendered a coirect provisional diagnosis for the AD case and ten out of 16
(62.5%) rendered a correct provisional diagnosis for the VAD case. The errors made in
provisional diagnoses for this categoiy were the same as those made at the final diagnosis
(4=AD, 2=Cogninve Disorder NOS). With regard to the non-impaired case, five of the 16
(35%) of the sample rendered a correct provisional diagnosis and all provisional diagnoses
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were correct. Therefore, neuropsychologists tended to be cautious about submitting
provisional diagnoses for this case.
Confidence
Mean confidence ratings for provisional and final diagnoses are presented in
Table 7. To provide additional descriptive information regarding diagnostic confidence, mean
confidence ratings also were calculated sepai*ately for participants whose diagnoses were
correct and for those whose diagnoses were incorrect.
For the AD case, the mean confidence rating for the provisional diagnosis was
6.6 on scale of 0-10, with 10 being "extremely confident that this is the correct diagnosis,
100%." Fifteen of the 16 neuropsychologists rendered a correct provisional diagnosis for this
case, and one participant opted not to render a provisional diagnosis. Mean confidence ratings
increased to 7.8 when clinicians submitted final diagnoses for the AD case, and all subjects
rendered coiTcct final diagnoses.
For the VAD case, the mean provisional confidence rating was 5.8. For the ten
neuropsychologists who rendered coiTect provisional diagnoses, the mean confidence rating
was 6.3. For the six who were incon-ect, the mean confidence rating was 4.8. Confidence
increased to 6.8 for the final VAD diagnosis. For the ten neuropsychologists who rendered
correct final diagnoses, the mean confidence rating was 7.7. For the six who rendered
incoiTect diagnoses, the mean confidence rating was 5.2.
Finally, for the non-impaired case, the mean confidence rating for the provisional
diagnosis was 4.6, For the five neuropsychologists who rendered correct provisional
diagnoses, the mean provisional confidence rating was 6, and for the eight who rendered
incorrect diagnoses, mean confidence equaled 3.8. Mean confidence increased to 5.5 for the
final diagnosis; for the nine neuropsychologists who rendered correct final diagnoses, mean
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confidence was 7.2. I-or the sc neurcpsychologists ven who rendered incorrect diagnoses,
mean conl'idence was 3.3.
In summary, mean confidence ratings were lower for provisional diagnoses than
lliey were lor Ihial diagnoses, indicating an increase in diagnostic confidence over the course
of the decision-making task. Moreover, individuals who made incorrect diagnoses generally
icportcd lower confidence tlian did those who made correct diagnoses.
Wl)at relates to diagnostic accuracy?
Hypotheses three, four, and five were tested using Pearson correlations, tiecause
these data are exploratory in nature (due to the sample si/e and preliminary nature of this
program), the method of paii-wise deletion was employed and correlations were not corrected
for the number of tests run.
Confidence and accuracy
Conlrary to hypothesis three, confidence was si^nijicantly, positively correlated
with diagnostic accuracy (r ( 14) = .68, p-.004). Correlations could not be calculated to
determine the strength of the relation between confidence and accuracy in the AD case
because 100% of the sample diagnosed the AD case correctly, ('onfidence and accuracy were
not significantly correlated when clinicians rendered provisional diagnoses for the VAD case
(r^(13)=.44,p=.09), although there was a trend toward significance. Confidence was
significantly, positively related to accuracy when clinicians rendered a final diagnosis for the
VAD case, however (^(14) = .53,p=.034). That is, higher confidence was associated with
diagnostic accuracy for the VAD case, but this relation was significant only when clinicians
rendered a final diagnosis. For the non-impaired case, confidence and accuracy were
significantly, positively correlated both for provisional fr ( 14) = 79,p=.0Ol ) and final
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diagnoses (_r ( 14)=.91,p=.000). That is, higher confidence was associated with diagnostic
accuracy both at the provisional and final diagnoses in the non-impaired case.
Training, Experience, and Accuracy
Consistent with hypothesis four, diagnostic accuracy did not correlate
significantly with provider characteristic (e.g multiple measures oftraining and experience).
That is, diagnostic accuracy did not con elate significantly with various measures of training
and experience. Such measures included the completion of a pre-doctoral program in
neuropsychology, years of experience in neuropsychology (since Ph.D. and or licensure),
percentage of time spent working with older adults, the number of elderly cases seen per week
and yeai-, or other measures of experience. Table 8 provides coiTelational data for several
exemplary measures of training and accuracy.
Time and accuracy
Consistent with hypothesis five, time spent reviewing Tier 1 information was
significantly correlated with diagtwstic accuracy (r (14) =.91, p=,000). However, time spent
reviewing Tier 1 was also highly coiTeiated with the total time spent on the task (r (14)=.87,
2=.00), and total time spent on the task was also significantly related to accuracy (r(14) =.89,
2-.000).
Descriptive Data on Decision-Making Strategies and Related Post-hoc Analyses
Individual decision trees for the five subjects who rendered correct diagnoses for
three out of three cases are presented in Figures 1-5. These decision-trees reflect the exact
information search and review processes utilized by each participant for each case. The words
printed in larger, bold letters represent the major categories opened by the participant's key-
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words. IkMicalh the key words are the specific siihcalegories of Information reviewed,
presented in !he order in which each individual reviewed ihcni. I he provisional (hagnoses and
related coiilulrncc nlings are provided as appropriate, as arc final diagnoses. Decision trees
the two suhiecis who reiuincd only one out of three correct diagnoses are presented in
I' igincs () and 7.
Allhoiij'.h II was iiol possible to roi in;illy analyze (he decision trees of subjects
who rendered Ihicc of Ihicc and one of lliicc correct diagnoses, ;i (iu:ilitalive analysis of Ihc
decision-making strategies employed indicates sevcial differences between the decision-
making strategies used by pi aclilioners who were coned for thicc out t»f three and one out of
three. I' irst, the individuals who rendered three of three correct diagnoses tended to review
more data (in some cases, they reviewed all of the available data) than did those who l endei ed
only one out of three correct diagnoses. The single piece of information most conunonly
neglected by participants who rendered three out ol" three correct diagnoses was the patient's
report of ADLs and functional status. Clinicians who rendered one out of three correct
diagnoses generally reviewed patient interview chila along with neuropsychological data,
rhey most frequently neglected to review neuroimaging or medical history data. Iiuhviduals
who rendered three out of three correct diagnoses also tended to use a more systematic
approach to their data review (e.g. they requested the same information in the same order foi
each case) than did individuals who made only one out of three correct diagnoses, as indicated
by the decisionmaking approaches revealed in figures 6 and 7. Post-hoc analysis revealed a
significant positive correlation between the number of categories accessed and overall
diagnostic accuracy (i* (14) ^ .60, .037).
It was not possible to create a "representative" decision Ircc for the participants
who achieved two out of three correct diagnoses, on the basis that any logical construction of a
"representative" tree would not adequately account for individual variations in data search
and review strategies.
Assessment of the technoloRy
Several additional tables are presented to provide information regarding potential
programming limitations and clinicians' accounts of the utility of this method for studyinii the
process of decision-making. Table 9 provides a list of unmatched key-words requested by
participants; these search terms were requested by the participants but were not included in the
dictionary of this program and therefore did not grant access to information. This list provides
information about tenns clinicians may commonly use in practice but were not adequately
addressed here. Table 10 provides information regarding participants' answers to the question
of whether or not this task represented a real-life scenario. 16/16 (100%) of the current
sample answered "yes" to this question. Table 10 also provides samples of clinicians' written
reviews of the program.
With regard to participants' proficiency with the materials presented here,
participants reported that they were generally very familiar with the tests used in the current
study. On average, neuropsychologists ascribed test familiarity ratings at 8.5 on a scale of 1-
10, with 10 being "extremely familiar, use this test daily." This score reflects a very high
degree of familiarity with the tests presented in the current study.
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DISCUSSION
The present findings provide infoi-mation about several aspects of the differential
diagnosis of dementia. First, the current results provide data regarding viability and utility of
a novel, internet-based technology designed to study the process of decision-making. Second,
the results complement the growing body of clinicopathologic studies investigating accuracy
in the differential diagnosis of dementia by evaluating performance among europsychologists,
specifically. Third, the present results contribute uniquely to this literature by incorporating a
test of the ability of neuropsychologists to recognize the syndrome of nomal, age-related
cognitive decline. Fourth, the present results offer novel and descriptive information about the
factors associated with diagnostic accuracy and about the decision-making strategies used by
neuropsychologists in making this diagnosis. To date, no study has examined the strategies
employed in this decision-making process. The implications of the present findings are
discussed in detail below.
Internet-Based Assessment Programs for Studying Decision-Making; A Useful Technology
The successful development and implementafion of the current study suggests
that this technolog>' represents a viable and useful approach to the study of decision-making,
both with respect to infonnation search and review processes and diagnostic outcomes. It is
noteworthy, however, that the validity of the present methodology has not been directly
evaluated, given that there exists no similar methodology with which to compare this program.
Several limitations of the program (discussed in detail below) suggest caution in interprefing
the results of the present study. Nevertheless, many of the current findings support the use of
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this technology and suggest that it may represent an improvement over some previous
methods of studying decision-making.
Perhaps most important when considering the validity of this technology is the
similarity between the cun-ent estimates of diagnostic accuracy and those reported in previ
research studies (e.g„ 60-95% for the differential diagnosis ofAD and VAD) (Erkinjunnti,
1997; Jobst et al, 1999; Lim et al., 1999). Significant caution in the use of this technology
would be encouraged if the findings obtained in the present study differed dramatically from
those of prior studies. However, given that the accuracy estimates were generally
commensurate with those reported in eariier studies, the accuracy data obtained here may be
inteipreted as evidence that this task was in some way similar to the tasks involved in prior
studies. This finding is therefore inteipreted as a source of ''convergent validity."
Finally, all of the neuropsychologists sampled reported that they believed that
this task resembled a real life scenario. This finding compares favorably to
neuropsychologists' reactions to previous decision-making questionnaire surveys, in which
sui-veys have been judged as inadequate simulations of real life scenarios (Garb & Schramke,
1996; Garb & Boyle, in press). Neuropsychologists may have been inclined to approach this
task in a manner similar to that in which they approach real life diagnostic situations given
that they were made aware that real patient data were presented at least for some cases. In
addition, neuropsychologists were specifically instructed to proceed in the current task "as
they would in routine clinical practice'' and were able to perform individualized information
seai'ches and data reviews.
Many researchers have argued that questionnaire-based decision-making tasks do
not resemble real life scenarios and therefore compromise the ability of clinicians to proceed
as they would in routine clinical practice (Dawes et al., 1994; Faust, 1986; Garb & Boyle, in
press). Given that clinicians themselves reported that this task resembled a real life scenario.
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it is likely that they were more able to approach this task as such than in previous studies.
Moreover, neuropsychologists responded veiy positively to the use of this program; ail
individuals reported that the program was easy to understand and use. That is, clinicians were
able to proceed through the task efficiently and were able to access desired infomation.
The use of internet-based research programs also allows for an improvement over
the methodological limitations used in prior studies via the provision of extensive case
material and the possibility for a detailed analysis of the decision-making process utilized by
individual participants. The gathering of extensive and reliable data regarding decision-
making strategies {e.g. all information requested and accessed is automatically logged) and
monitoring infomiation search and review sti-ategies in real time marks a significant
improvement over prior methods. The ability to access greater amounts of data not only better
simulates a real life scenario than that associated with questionnaire surveys {e.g. provides the
opportunity for individualized review of extensive data, as in clinical practice), but it allows
access to the infomiation required to make appropriate diagnoses. Moreover, the use of
behaviorally-anchored data gathering eliminates the reliance on potentially fallible verbal
report of cognitive behavior. It also eliminates the potential confound of outside influences
that may interfere with decision-making processes {e.g. the presence of a researcher who is
listening to or recording a verbal report of behavior or timing a task). Given that clinicians do
not typically "think out loud" while reviewing patient data and generating diagnostic
impressions, tasks that involve verbalization of thought may alter the cognitive processes of
clinicians.
Finally, this technology is useful for practical reasons, perhaps the most
important of which is subject recruitment. Busy clinicians who may otherwise be unwilling to
pai'ticipate in a time and effort intensive research project may be more willing to participate in
a study in which they are able to participate on their own time, using their own computers. In
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addition, there are numerous future research and clinical uses of this program. Those will be
described in detail in a later section.
Diagnostic Accuracy
The present findings provide further evidence of the ability of neuropsychologists
to accurately recognize and diagnose the most common subtype of dementia, AD. However,
as predicted, the current results indicate that the overdiagnosis of AD remains problematic.
All of the neuropsychologists sampled accurately diagnosed the AD case, rendering a rate of
diagnostic accuracy that exceeds those reported in previous studies investigating the
differential diagnosis ofAD (Lim et al, 1999; Jobst et al., 1999). Of note, however, there is
one salient difference between the current study and prior clinicopathologic studies. Whereas
the cuirent study only involved the presentation of one case within each diagnostic category,
most accuracy estimates derived from clinicopathologic studies were generated on the basis of
large numbers of diagnostic cases within a particular diagnostic categoiy. The comparison
between the current estimate of diagnostic accuracy with those of previous studies is therefore
somewhat limited.
While the finding that all of participants in the current study accurately diagnosed
the AD case is encouraging, the overdiagnosis of AD in the VAD and non-impaired cases
complicates the inteipretation of the accuracy with which neuropsychologists make diagnoses
of AD. Perhaps the most pai'simonious inteipretation of this result is that neuropsychologists
ai-e competent to recognize and diagnose AD in a patient w^ho has the disorder. Like other
professionals, however, neuropsychologists may be less able to recognize the absence of the
AD w^hen the disorder is not present. This has been suggested in previous clinicopathologic
studies (Lopez et al., 1999).
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Several additional factors may contribute to the high rate of diagnostic accuracy
with regard to the AD case in the present study. One possible explanation for the high rate of
accuracy in the present study was the use of a "prototypical" AD case. Given that AD is the
most prevalent and well-studied form of dementia, it follows logically that practicing
neuropsychologists are well trained to recognize and diagnose a prototypical AD case. It is
noteworthy that, in previous studies, clinical diagnoses were compared to gold standard
autopsy diagnoses for a series ofAD cases with known diagnoses. Patient cases used in
clinicopathologic studies were selected only because they were accompanied by
neuropathologic data. As such, cases used in clinicopathologic studies are not necessarily
prototypical; in some cases, they may even be atypical (Lim et al., 1999). Nevertheless, the
finding that neuropsychologists were able to accurately diagnose a prototypical AD case in the
present study is encouraging and provides additional support for the role of
neuropsychologists in the diagnosis of age-related memory disorders.
In contrast to the rate of accuracy observed in the AD case, rates of diagnostic
accuracy were significantly lower for diagnoses of VAD and no-impairment. The finding that
only 63% of the neuropsychologists accurately diagnosed VAD and 56% accurately identified
no-impaiiTnent indicates a deficiency in the ability of the participating neuropsychologists to
recognize and diagnose these conditions. As predicted, participants demonstrated a tendency
to inaccurately label the VAD case as AD, and two individuals diagnosed the non-impaired
case as having AD, providing confirming evidence of the overdiagnosis of AD as reported in
earlier studies (Lim et al, 1999).
Neuropsychologists also inaccurately diagnosed Cognitive Disorder NOS in the
VAD and non- impaired cases. The diagnosis of Cognitive Disorder NOS is appropriately
rendered when one or more neuropsychological deficits are believed to be present, but the
pattern of deficits does not fit the prototype of any specific disorder (APA, 1994). Thus, while
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the present results indicated the expected overdiagnosis of AD, they also suggested the
overuse of the diagnosis of Cognitive Disorder NOS. Previous studies have not provided data
regarding the errors in judgment in the differential diagnosis of dementia, except to document
the overdiagnosis of AD. The present study therefore suggests that Cognitive Disorder NOS
may also be overused in cases in which clinicians are uncertain as to their dia^nostic
impressions.
Similar to the current findings, previous chnicopathologic studies have yielded
lower rates of diagnostic accuracy for VAD and other dementia subtypes in comparison to
diagnoses ofAD (Erkinjuniti, 1997; Jobst et al., 1999; Lim et al„ 1999) and have found
evidence of the overdiagnosis of AD. A diagnostic accuracy of 63% for the VAD case in the
present study also is consistent with the results of prior studies (Erkunjunti, 1997; Lim et al.,
1999). Notably, however, this estimate falls in the lower end of available estimates. One
would expect hi^^her rates of diagnostic accuracy in the present study given that, as in the AD
case, the data presented for the VAD case evidenced the classic neurologic signs and
symptoms and neuropsychological deficits associated with textbook descriptions of VAD (as
opposed to the cases presented in prior studies). Moreover, many of the neuropsychologists
included in this study demonstrated a comprehensive review of patient information, thereby
suggesting that they did, in fact, review the data that supported a diagnosis of VAD. As such,
it is difficult to detcmiine the reason for the suboptimal rate of accuracy in the VAD case.
The discrepancy in the ability of neuropsychologists to differentiate AD, VAD,
and no-impairment may exist for several reasons. Perhaps most importantly, VAD is a newly
recognized, less common, and less well-understood disorder than is AD (Cummings, 1994),
The neurologic and neuropsychological changes associated with VAD often are more variable
and/or subtle than are those associated with AD (Cummings, 1990; Cummings, 1994). The
neurologic changes in AD generally involve early degeneration of the hippocampus, followed
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by diffuse cortical degeneration. This gradual and specific pattern of neurodegeneration
typically results in a straightfoi-vvard profile of cognitive impairment (Corey-Bloom et al.,
1995; Cummings et al., 1998). In contrast, the neurologic changes associated with VAD often
occur in vai-iable patterns throughout the brain (e.g. in the form of multiple infarcts of vai7ing
severity). The associated cognitive impainnents therefore show greater intersubject variability
(Kertz & Clydesdale, 1994; Boyle, Crenshaw, Well, & DeVries, in submission). Although a
typical VAD cognitive profile has been proposed, variable neurologic insults complicate the
determination of a cognitive profile as straightfomard as that obser\ ed in AD. Therefore, the
lack of a consistent prototype of VAD may negatively affect the differential diagnosis of
VAD.
It also has been suggested that rates of diagnostic accuracy for VAD lag behind
those for AD because AD is more common than is VAD and because the dementia subtypes
share overlapping symptoms {e.g. memoiy impairment, executive dysfunction) (Cummings et
al., 1998; Corey-Bloom et al., 1995). Clinicians may therefore be inclined to immediately
consider AD when an older adult presents for an assessment of memoiy and cognitive
functioning. Given that clincians may be less familiar and less-experienced with VAD, they
may never consider that as a possible diagnosis.
In light of these challenges to accurate diagnosis, researchers (Cummings, 1994;
Erkunjitti, 1997) have ai'gued that VAD is a diagnosis of inclusion, in which the presence of
vascular risk factors {e.g. hypeiiension, hyperlipidemia, focal neurologic signs/syndromes,
known strokes, cardiac conditions) contribute significantly to the diagnosis. In order to
appropriately assess risk factors, however, the diagnostician must be well-informed of them
and of how to assess their significance for a given individual. Thus, diagnostic inaccuracies
may reflect a lack of training in or knowledge about VAD and the role of related risk factors.
Unfortunately, this possibility could not be evaluated in the cuiTcnt study.
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There are several possible reasons for the failure to recognize and identify the
non-impaired case as such in the current study. Some neuropsychologists may have attended
only to those scores or pieces of data that fell slightly below the 50'^ percentile (e.g. mild
motor slowing due to aithritis). They may then have inteipreted these scores as indicative of
"impairment" relative to the patient^s perfomance on other neuropsychological tests. If
participants failed to review medical data, they may have been unaware of the physical
limitation underlying the one minor motor deficit in the normal case. Evidence of decreased
unilateral motor functioning is in no way sufficient to promote a diagnosis of cognitive
impairment, however, and should not have resulted in a diagnosis of impairment.
Perhaps more likely, judgmental eiTors such as the overdiagnosis of cognitive
impairment in the normative case may have resulted from participants" expectancies. Several
variables may have influenced neuropsychologists' approaches to the assessment of patients
with possible memoiy problems. These variables include: task demands, base rates, and age
and pathology biases. Although rendering a ''diagnosis" of no-impairment was presented as
an option, some of the participants may have assumed that a positive diagnosis of some kind
was expected. Studies also have shown that health care providers tend to misinteipret and
misuse base-rate data (Dawns, Faust & Meehl, 1984). For example, neuropsychologists may
apply the base rate data for the population at large to their own clinic populations (Faust,
1986). Given that base rates of the population at large are not representative of and likely
differ from those of particular clinics, neuropsychologists may overestimate the likelihood of a
dementia or of a particular subtype of dementia in an older adult on the basis of population-
based estimates. Thus, the misuse of base rate data may negatively impact diagnostic
decision-making.
Cognitive biases such as age bias and psychopathology bias also likely played a
role in the diagnostic inaccuracies obser\^ed in the present study, particularly for the non-
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impaired case. Previous research has demonstrated a tendency among neuropsychologists to
overdiagnose impairment in ^normal" elders, when compared with diagnoses of impairment in
a "normal" 33 year old (Nadler et al., 1994; Garb & Schramke. in submission). These results
have been inteipreted to be the result of "age bias." Age bias is a cognitive bias that raises the
expectancy that elderly individuals will show signs of impairment. A third, related
explanation is that neuropsychologists may expect to see impairment because patients who are
referred for neuropsychological evaluations often are impaired (Small et al., 1997). The
tendency to perceive pathology has been ternied the "psychopath©logy bias" (Garb, 1998).
That is, many patients ai-e not referred for evaluations of memory until memory loss has
become problematic or family members have observed several indications of memory decline.
Although it is not possible to determine if the current neuropsychologists
expected impairment and were therefore more likely to diagnose impairment, decision-making
research suggests that this error in judgment is common among psychologists in general (see
Garb & Boyle, in press, for a review). The overdiagnosis of psychiatric disturbance in healthy
individuals has been demonstrated in numerous studies (Garb, 1998; Hoffman, 1982), and
these findings have been inteipreted as evidence of a bias toward pathology among
psychologists. It is quite possible that a similar bias exists among neuropsychologists.
Finally, the lack of the use of reference resources such as texts or manuals
outlining the syndrome of normative, age-related cognitive decline may have negatively
affected the ability of neuropsychologists to identify the non-impaired case as being normal.
None of the participants repotted using references while working on this task. One could argue
that such materials were not needed because extensive information was presented regarding
individual neuropsychological test scores (e.g. percentile equivalents, t-scores corrected for
age and education) or because neuropsychologists who routinely work with the elderly already
are familiar with such data. However, reference material may aid in the identification of
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normative, age-related cognitive decline via the provision of a framework from which to
approach the differentiation of nonnal vs. pathologic changes in cognition. Although some
decline in cognition is a ^'nomar' part of the aging process, the finding that these
neuropsychologists overdiagnosed cognitive impaiment in the elderly may suggest that they
are not sensitive to this change in cognition (Garb & Schramke, in submission). In any case,
the present results provide further evidence of the need for improvement in the ability of
neuropsychologists to recognize nonnal age-related cognitive decline.
Relations between diagnostic accuracy and other variables
The observed relation between diagnostic accuracy and confidence was a posifive
and unexpected finding. Previous decision-making research has consistently reported a
problem of overconfidence among psychologists (see Garb, 1998 for a review). Several
studies have actually reported a negative correlation between diagnostic accuracy and
confidence, such that inaccurate diagnoses are associated with increased confidence (Fischoff,
Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1977; Oskamp, 1965). These findings ai-e daunting, especially in light
of subsequent findings that have demonsti-ated the ineffectiveness of attempts to counter
overconfidence (Gai'b, 1998). The positive association between confidence and accuracy in
the present study suggests that, unlike other psychologists, neuropsychologists may be
accurate raters of their own diagnostic accuracy. These findings suggest that
neuropsychologists should rely on confidence ratings as indicators of caution or of likelihood
when making diagnoses of dementia.
There are several possible reasons for the obser\'ed posifive association beKveen
confidence and accuracy. Clinical neuropsychology is a relafively young, evolving field that
aims to study complex brain-behavior relationships. Neuropsychologists may thus be less apt
to claim ''expertise'' than are other psychologists, and they may therefore be more willing to
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consider multiple diagnostic hypotheses than are other psychologists. The finding that
confidence increased over the course of the decision-making task may sei-ve as evidence that
neuropsychologists were more cautious about their diagnoses early in the decision making
process, when they had access only to limited data. Additionally, there may be a qualitative
difference in the training received in specialized neuropsychology programs that promotes a
more accurate self-appraisal of diagnostic decision-making. Perhaps because
neuropsychologists routinely integrate multiple sources of data to form diagnostic
impressions, they are more consei-vative with confidence ratings until several pieces of
convergent data have emerged.
In any case, the results of the present study suggest that neuropsychologists have
a high level of awareness of their proficiency with the differential diagnosis ofAD, VAD, and
no-impairment. This awareness may not only be useful in guiding diagnostic
recommendations, but also in communicating findings to other health care providers. Perhaps
neuropsychologists should routinely report confidence ratings in written reports so as to
provide other health care providers a more detailed analysis of diagnostic impressions.
Particularly in cases in which diagnostic confidence is low, other health care providers may
benefit from specific information regarding those factors that led to lower confidence ratings
and/or other diagnoses neuropsychologists may have considered.
Finally, the finding that diagnostic accuracy was unrelated to training and
experience was expected. First, this finding is generally consistent with previous decision-
making research (Faust, 1986; Garb & Schramke, 1996; Garb, 1998). Although clinical lore
suggests that experience plays a major role in the development of clinical acumen, the results
of psychological, psychiatric, and medical decision-making studies do not support this
assertion (see Garb & Boyle, in submission, for review). Within neuropsychology, only one
study has reported a positive relationship between a very specific type of training {e.g. in the
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use of a specific cognitive test batteiy) and accuracy (Goldstein, Deysach & Kleinkecht,
1973). Many other studies have not reported relations between training or experience and
accuracy (Lili & Filskov, 1981; see Garb & Shramke, 1996 for a review). In addition, the
current sample demonsti-ated little variability in their range of training and experience, thereby
making it difficult to identify a relationship between these variables.
Decision-Making Strategies
The present data provide preliminaiy evidence that specific infomiation search
and review strategies may lead to better diagnostic outcomes. In the present study, both the
number of categories accessed and the time spent reviewing data were associated with positive
diagnostic outcomes. These findings would suggest that neuropsychologists should
comprehensively review all patient data; however, the findings are difficult to interpret
because some of the participants in the cun'ent study generated accurate provisional diagnoses
veiy early in the diagnostic task (this was particulai'ly true for the AD case). Although
confidence estimates were significantly lower for provisional diagnoses than for final
diagnoses, the finding that many participants' early impressions were correct suggests that
some clinicians are, in fact, able to make accurate diagnoses on the basis of limited
infoiTnation. Specifically, for those participants who rendered accurate diagnoses, incremental
infonnation review seemed to promote increased confidence rather than increased accuracy
per se.
The notion that incremental infoiTnation review promoted increased confidence
(rather than accuracy) should be inteipreted very cautiously, however. Given that the present
cases were prototypical, all pieces of evidence for each case shai*ed convergent validity,
making initial assessments relatively simple. Thus, the nature of the data used in the present
task mav have allowed astute clinicians to make accurate diagnoses relatively early in this
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diagnostic task. It is quite possible that clinicians who rendered correct diagnoses would have
changed their diagnostic impressions were they to encounter disconfirming evidence for initial
hypotheses in the later stages of data review; nevertheless, even neuropsychologists whose
diagnoses were inaccurate tended not to change diagnostic impressions over time. It is also
possible that neuropsychologists were employing confimatory seeking information search and
review strategies.
In light of the qualitative analysis of decision-making processes employed by the
neuropsychologists sampled, the finding that early diagnostic impressions were generally the
same as final impressions should not be inteipreted to mean that comprehensive data search
and review is not useful for participants. Clinicians who rendered three correct out of three
possible diagnoses tended to review more data than did those who were less accurate.
Moreover, it is possible that, for the non-impaired case, additional data review resulted in a
change in the thinking among the neuropsychologists who eventually made correct diagnoses
for this case but who did not report an earlier diagnostic impression. This remains unknown
because many subjects did not report provisional diagnostic impressions for the non-impaired
case.
Time spent reviewing Tier 1 data also emerged as a factor related to diagnostic
accuracy. While it was predicted that time spent reviewing Tier 1 information would coirelate
significantly with diagnostic accuracy, it is noteworthy that time spent reviewing Tier 1
information and total time spent on the task were highly correlated. It is difficult to parcel out
the relation between time spent reviewing Tier 1 versus total time spent and diagnostic
accuracy. Additionally, the proposed Tiers of infoiTnation were not veiy useful for the
analysis of decision-making sti'ategies. Therefore, these findings ai e inteipreted generally to
mean that there is a relation between time spent working on this task and diagnostic accuracy.
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The creation of Tiers of infomation was performed in an attempt to provide a
framework from which to study decision-making processes in the current study. However, the
proposed Tiers did not promote a useful evaluation of the decision-making processes
employed by neuropsychologists, however. A qualitative evaluation of decision-making
strategies (described below) suggests that the information included in the proposed Tiers was
too general to provide specific information regarding decision making strategies. This is
especially the case in light of the limited number of subjects who participated in the current
study.
The qualitative analysis of decision-making strategies used by practitioners who
were correct for all three versus only one diagnosis yielded interesting infomation regarding
optimal decision-making strategies. In addition to their more comprehensive review of
information, the individuals who rendered all correct diagnoses tended to review data in a
more systematic fashion and tended to review neuroimaging data very early in the assessment
task. Perhaps the use of systematic information search strategies promoted a comprehensive
review of data. That is, using a systematic approach to the data may have prevented the
neglect of multiple pieces of data.
In addition, the information most commonly neglected by participants who
rendered all coirect diagnoses was the patient's report of ADLs and functional status, whereas
clinicians that rendered one out of three correct diagnoses generally reviewed patient
interview data. It is interesting to note that AD patients often show diminished insight
regarding their functional status (Corey-Bloom et al., 1995; Costa et al., 1996); therefore, the
patient's report of functional status is of less diagnostic significance than is the caregiver's
report. This finding may therefore indicate that those neuropsychologists who rendered only
one coiTect diagnosis were less aware of which information might yield the most useful
diagnostic data. It therefore mav be the case that individuals who made three correct
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diagnoses were more well vei-sed in the profiles of dementia than were those who made only
one correct diagnosis.
Limitations
Several limitations suggest caution when inteipreting the present results. This
methodology was designed to resemble a real life decision-making scenario and utilized real
patient data; however, several methodological issues may limit the generalizability of the
present results to real life scenarios. First, although the case material presented was actual
patient data for the AD and VAD cases, participants did not have the opportunity to conduct
interviews with patients. Participants therefore did not have access to qualitative aspects of a
patient's presentation or behavioral observations that may be particulai-ly informative in
routine clinical practice. The interview data provided in written form may not have resembled
or adequately modeled that typically elicited by individual neuropsychologists. Four
neuropsychologists reported in their critique of the program that they wished they had access
to a written summaiy of behavioral obseivations. Therefore, as in previous decision-making
studies, the current decision-making task lacked the opportunity for neuropsychologists to use
behavioral obser\^ations in their diagnostic decision-making.
In real clinical practice, practicing neuropsychologists select and administer
their own test batteries, both to ensure the appropriate assessment of multiple cognitive
domains and to promote the ease of test interpretation. While the neuropsychologists sampled
reported a high degree of familiarity with the tests used in the current study, it is possible that
some participants do not commonly use some of the tests presented. As in prior decision-
making studies in neuropsychology (Garb & Schramke, 1996), this limitation may have
negatively affected test inteipretation abilities, which could compromise diagnostic decision-
making. However, this is not interpreted as a major limitation in the current study, given
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that the participants did report high levels of test familiarit>' and the tests used included those
most commonly employed in the assessment of dementia (Costa et al., 1996).
Additional factors involved in the use of this technology may also limit its
generalizability to real life scenarios. There may be inherent qualities associated with the use
of the internet for case presentation that clinicians responded to that altered diagnostic
decision-making. For example, the use of the internet for the presentation of case materials
may have placed a particular burden on practitioners. Given that neuropsychologists were not
automatically presented with all available data, substantial effort was required to gain access
to the data that is typically available in clinical settings. While clinicians often exert
substantial effort to obtain medical records in routine clinical practice, some of the participants
in the cun'ent study may have easy access to all patient data and therefore exert minimal effort
in data gathering in everyday practice. Thus, this task may have been easier for
neuropsychologists from settings in which effort is required.
Programming limitations also may have compromised the ability of
neuropsychologists to obtain information they wished to access. For example, the presentation
of data was conceptually organized and may not have been familiar or intuitive to all
participants. In addition, as noted earlier, some neuropsychologists entered key-words that
were not included in the dictionary. The limited dictionary was therefore may have caused
some participants to become frustrated by key-word misses. Although participants did not
complain of this limitation, this may have resulted in some individuals being less
conscientious about completing this task. It also is possible that diagnostic formulations may
have been altered by this inteiruption in the diagnostic decision-making process.
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that all participants reported that this task was easy to work
through.
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While the goal of the this study was to test clinicians' diagnostic accuracy and
decision-making processes using an unstmctured, differential diagnosis task, the unstructured
review of information presents an additional limitation. In the present study,
neuropsychologists rendered diagnoses on the basis of different infomiation {i.e. individuals
were able to request and review individualized information). Although clinicians routinely
make diagnoses on the basis of different information, diagnostic accuracy rates may have
differed from those reported here if all clinicians made diagnoses on the basis of the same
information. Moreover, some learning may have occurred as clinicians worked through the
task. This may have resulted in improved diagnostic outcomes for the second and third cases.
Some caution is therefore needed in the interpretation of the accuracy results obtained in this
study.
Finally, perhaps the most salient limitations were the limited number of
diagnostic cases presented and the small number of participating neuropsychologists. The
presentation of only one case in each diagnostic category precludes an investigation of within
subject diagnostic reliability, and the small number of regionally-based participants prevents
an adequate inteipretation of the present results (e.g accuracy and decision-making).
Moreover, while the response rate obtained using phone based subject recruitment was higher
than those for other decision-making studies (see Garb, 1998 for a review), there may have
been some selection bias. Replication of the present findings is required.
Future software development
With regard to future uses of internet-based research, several alterations to this
program may expand its usefulness. One improvement to the cuirent methodology may
involve the presentation of video-taped recordings of patient intewiews to supplement other
data. The presentation of such material was precluded in the present methodology on the basis
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of the use of autopsy-confirmed data and financial restraints. Nevertheless, decision-making
research is notoriously criticized for its exclusion of the "person" in the diagnostic process.
The inclusion of video-taped interv iews may represent an attempt to address this concern and
reduce the discrepancy between real-life and simulated decision-making tasks.
An additional possible improvement would be to present via the internet an
acuial patient "record." For example, practitioners could be presented with a viitual medical
record (e.g. a typical, tab-delineated folder would be presented). Both a benefit and a
limitation of using such a presentation is that it would require less effort from providers in the
way of information gathering. If infonnation were presented in the form of a medical record,
it would be significantly easier for clinicians to review each section of the folder
systematically in order to ensure review of all relevant data. That was not the goal of the
present study; however, the medical record presentation may in some ways more accurately
model real life scenarios.
Future decision-makintj researchw
The cuiTent findings inspire several questions for future research, paiticularly if the
methodological limitations described above can be minimized via improvements to the current
softwai'e. With a larger sample of participating neuropsychologists, future research that may
be addressed using the cun-ent methodology includes: a formal analysis of the decision-
making strategies used in the differential diagnosis of dementia, a more detailed investigation
of the relation between training and experience and diagnostic accuracy, and a comparison of
diagnostic accuracy and decision-making strategies across provider groups (e.g.
neuropsychologists vs. neurologists).
Additionally, several manipulations designed to improve neuropsychologists'
diagnostic accuracy may be tested using this methodology. For example, diagnostic accuracy
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could be assessed in two groups of neuropsychologists who are specifically instmcted to
evaluate the cases based on different diagnostic criteria {e.g. DSM-IV vs. NINCDS-ADRDA).
Alternatively, practitioners could be encouraged to actively consider alternative hypotheses
(and look for disconfirming evidence) when foi-ming diagnostic impressions. In addition, this
program may have important implications for ti'aining if, for example, the program provided
direct feedback regarding diagnostic en ors or insufficient infonnation search and review
strategies. It is hoped that, with continued development and testing, this program will yield
detailed infonnation regarding the decision-making strategies associated with positive
diagnostic outcomes in the differential diagnosis of dementia. Ultimately, improved accuracy
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-p'dsi histoiy/recent head injury, neurologic disorder, stroke?
• Neuropsychological findings
-global vs. patchy deficits, spared cognitive functions
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—naming deficit early in AD, not in VAD
-pattern of memory impairments encoding, storage, or retrieval deficit?
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Using Internet Explorer, connect to: http:24.218.213.184 ***Please note: this
program does not run effectively on Netscape.
2. Click on "Neuropsychology Research" icon.
3. Click on "About this Program" icon for a brief introduction to the project.
4. Go back to the main page and click on "Instructions."
5. Click on the "Login Icon" and enter your login name and password to begin.




Please note: the program takes approximately 1 hour to complete and is available on
the internet between 8am and 9pm Monday-Friday EST. You are welcome to
participate at your earliest convenience. Once you have completed the program, your
name will be entered into a lottery for a $250 reward (I in every 15 participants will
win $250). You will be notified of the results of the lottery as soon as they are
available.
Thank you in advance for your participation in this project. If you have any questions,
comments, or concerns about the project (before or after you participate), please feel
free to contact Patricia Boyle by paging me at (401) 933-8503 or by email. The




Please note: the computer program was stmctured so that subjects were able to access
categories 1-5 via individualized search ternis. As such, a large dictionary was created
for this program to maximize the likelihood that practitioners would have access to the
infoiTnation they desired. After a participant accessed a general category of
infomiation, a list of the available subcategories appeared on the screen. Participants
were able to review any and all information included in the subcategories by clicking
on icons on the screen. It is indicated here whether the information subjects received
was in test or numeric forni.
Category I : MEDICAL HISTORY DATA (ail text):
Subcategories





Category 2: PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY (all text)
Category 3: CAREGIVER INTERVIEW DATA (all text):
Subcategories
a. caregiver/other infonnant report of cognitive decline
b. caregiver report of functional decline, includes and Activities of Daily Living Report
Category 4: PATIENT INTERVIEW DATA (all text):
Subcategories
c. patient report of cognitive decline
d. patient report of functional decline, includes and Activities of Daily Living Report
Category 5: NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL TEST DATA (all numeric; test data













Questions before category change:
Would you like to submit a provisional diagnosis now? Y/N
Note: if you have not formulated a diagnostic impression, you need not enter one yet.
If Yes, then participants were provided with a dropdown list of all DSM-IV diagnoses
and codes from which they could select one for diagnostic purposes.
After a diagnosis was submitted, participants were asked to rate their confidence in the
following manner:
Using the dropdown number box, please give your confidence or likelihood rating for
this diagnosis using a scale from 0-10.
0 = "not at all likely that this is the correct diagnosis, 0% chance"
5 = "50% chance that this is the correct diagnosis"




What was your final diagnosis for this patient?
What is the likelihood that this case is:
Neurologically impaired? I -10
Neurologically intact? I- 10





We are very interested in learning about your experience using this program and
request that you complete one fmal questionnaire before you log off. Please provide
written comments in the text boxes provided after each question.
Thank you veiy much for your participation in this research study. Please feel free to
contact the research investigator, Patricia Boyle, at patriciaboyleC^^hotmail.com should
you have any questions or concerns about this study.
Were the task instructions easy to understand? Y/N
Were you able to access the information you wished to review? Y/N
Was there information that you would have liked to receive but were unable to access?
If so, what was it?
Did this task simulate a real-life scenario for you? Y/N
Did you proceed with your review of patient information in the manner that you would
in routine clinical practice? Y/N




Participant Characteristics: Training and Practice
Subj ruU- ruU-time Other Yrs. Yrs. Est# % time spent
ft time iNr Mr Degree Since Since elderly working with
predoc postdoc License Ph.D. pts/wk elderly
1
1 Y Y XTN 3 4 2 50
L Y Y Y 3 5 5 95
'XD Y Y XTN 2 4 4 NR*
A4 Y Y XTN 2 4 12 96
c V1 vY XTJN 1 '3 20 10 100
0 IN Y XTIN 1 4 4 NR*
7/ V XT XTIN cJ rO 2 25
o





IN Y XTN L 4 3 75
VI V1 Y 1 1 4 25
11 Y Y N 2 4 2 75
12 Y Y N 2 5 4 50
13 Y Y N 5 7 4 75
14 Y Y N 3 5 4 60
15 Y Y N 3 6 4 50
16 N Y N 1 2 2 25
*Two participants did not fill out the percentage of time spent working with older adults per week
when requested to do so via the online demographic survey. Because all participants were
screened via the phone and reported that they did spend a minimum of 25% of their time working
with older adults, their data was retained in the current study.
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Table 2
Summarized Sample Characteristics: Specialized Training in Neuropsycholo
Piedoctoral trammg completed m an APA accredited NP program- 75%(n=12)
Postdoctoral trammg completed m an APA accredited NP post-doctoral
program
94%(n=15)
Piedoctoral practicum training completed in neuropsychology setting I00%(n=16)
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Table 3
Summarized Provider Characteristics: Neuropsychology Experience
EXPERIENCE Mean (SD) Range
Years since Ph.D. 5.6(4.2) (2-20)
Years since license 3.5 (2.0) (1-13)
Total years in full-time NP 4.7(3.3) (1-15)
# of elderly cases/week 4.6(2.9) (2-10)
# of patients/year 184.4 (120.4) (35-450)% time working with elderly 62.9(26.4) (25-100)
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Table 4
Summarized Sample Practice Characteristics
Practice Techninne Percentage of Current Sample Answering
Employed in a unversity-based academic
medical center
100% (16/16)
Conduct own interviews 100% (16/16)
Conduct own testing 54% (9/16)
Percentage of time/week assessing older adults 62.5 (range: 25-100)
Routinely render a diagnosis 100%
63
Table 5







^VAD 62.5% (10/16) "62.5% (10/16) "
Non-impaired 35 (5/16) 56% (9/16)
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Table 6
Confidence Estimates Over Time
MIDJ ft A . AllAD: All AD: Final VAD: All VAD: NI: All NI: Final
1
Provisional Provisional Final Provisional
1 5, 5 7 5.5,6 7 5,5 7
z 0, 0 9 7,7 10 ~6 91J
A









8 3 3 2,2 3
O 7 6, 6, 6 9 7,7,7 8
/ y 9 7,7 7 90
o 1 8 7 8 6,6 6
oy 0, 0 7 7 7 3
10 7 7 o c cJ, J o0 A A4,4 3
11 5,4,5 7 7 8 4 3
12 6,6 7 7,7,7 7 3,3 3
13 6 7 2 4 6 6
14 7,7 9 5,5 8 4 4
15 7,7 8 5,5 5 5,4 4




Diagnostic Categoiy Confidence-Provisional Confidence-Final
AD 6.6 (all coiTect) 7.8 (all correct)
VAD 5.8 (correct=6.3, incorrect=4) 6.8 (correct=7.7, incorrect=5.2)
NI 4.6 (coiTect=6, incorrect==3.8) 5.5 (correct=7.2, incorrect-3.3)
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Table 8





























































































Follow-up Questionnaire Responses: Clinician Feedback
Were the task instructions easy to understand? 16/16 Responded Yes
Were you able to access the infomation you wished to review? 15/16 Responded Yes
Was there infomation that you would have liked to receive but were unable to access'? If so
what was it?
behavioral obsewations (n=4)
Apolipoprotein E status (n=2)
SPECTdata(n=l)
additional cognitive tests (n=2)
sleep habits (n=l)
patient complaints (n=2)
Did this task simulate a real-life scenario for you? 16/16 Responded Yes
Did you proceed with your review of patient infoimation in the manner that you would in routine
clinical practice? 16/16 Responded Yes






"I wonder whether there was any information I did not see, but I was able to see all the data I
usually have in clinical practice to make diagnoses"
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Figure 1




























































































































































































Caregiver report of ADLs
Patient report
Psychiatric
Final dx: no-impairment, confidence: 9
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Figure 4































Visuospatial skills-->Provisional dx: VAD
Confidence: 7
Interview

















Visuospatial skillS">Provisional dx: no-impairment
Confidence: 6
Interview
Caregiver report of ADLs
Patient report: Provisional dx: no-impairment
Confidence: 6
Psychiatric











































































Global Cognitive functioning^Prov7^/o//a/ dx: AD
Confidence: 5
NP Data

























Memory^Provisional diagnosis: Dementia NOS
Confidence: 2































Attention/Orientation-> Provisional dx: Dementia NOS
Confidence: 5
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